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An endearing and enduring story of love from bestselling author and illustrator Caroline Jayne

Church!I love you in the crisp white snow that quietly fills the sky,I love you in the stormy air when

strong dark clouds pass by.Caroline Jayne Church returns with an emotional story that proves no

matter how much things in life change, one thing lasts forever: a parent's love.With Caroline's

signature art style and heartwarming rhymes, SWEET CHILD OF MINE is destined to stand the test

of time.
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This reminds me of the How do I love you book quite a bit. It is really similar. My son loves to read

but for some reason he isn't really interested in this book right now. He still prefers I love you

through and through more. I am sure in time he will want to read this but for now it is on our shelf.

No, it is not the Guns-N-Roses version... ;) It is a very sweet book (more geared towards little girls,

which I happen to have). She is 6 and loves it, so I think it would be great for any age from infant to

toddler to Kindergartener!

I adore this book. I've read it to my now 16mo since he was born and we both still love it. For the

last few months he's also loved to point out the flowers, etc on the pages. I have the whole thing



memorized and have even considered getting it printed somehow to hang in his room! No joke for

the first year I couldn't read the last two pages without choking up, my husband thought it was

hilarious :-)

My child loves this collection of books. She chooses them over all others at 12 months old. This is

one of my favorites as the story is sweet and I have to hold myself from getting choked up at the

end.

I gave it to my 20 year old grandchild for Christmas. I wanted her to remember the softness in her

life and that it was especially for her.

I bought the Kindle version so I could record reading it for my baby granddaughter. I email the

recording to my daughter. She buys the book and flips the pages as I read to my granddaughter.

This story is absolutely beautiful as a long distance read to my granddaughter.

Perfect book to give as a baby gift.

This is such a sweet book. My daughter loves to have it read to her over and over. We love all of

Caroline Jayne Church's books!!
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